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Abstract
Range Imaging (RIM) is a new suitable choice for measurement and
modelling in many different applications. The ability to describe scenes in
three dimensions opens new scenarios, providing new opportunities in
different fields, including visual monitoring and security. Active range
sensors provide depth information allowing to develop algorithms much less
complex and allows problems to be approached in a new, robust and efficient
way. The paper presents a wide dataset for indoor surveillance applications
acquired by a state‐of‐the art range camera. The main issue is the definition of
a common basis for the comparative evaluation of the performance of vision
algorithms.

1 Introduction
Acquiring 3D information in real environments is an important task for many computer
vision applications (i.e. surveillance, security, autonomous navigation, computer graphics,
human‐computer interaction, automotive, biomedical, augmented environments, etc.) and
benefits from range image acquisition are apparent. In the last years several active range
sensors having small dimensions, low‐power consumption and real‐time performances
have been released. Since the Time‐Of‐Flight (TOF) range cameras are widely used by
researchers in monitoring and surveillance applications (as described in the next section),
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ad‐hoc workshops on this topic have been organized [1, 2] and emerging projects have
been started [3, 4, 40] in order to develop TOF sensors and relative software technologies
for ambient intelligence (people tracking, head tracking, eye movements tracking,
behaviour analysis, etc.).
Comparing algorithms is especially difficult since they are tested on different datasets
under widely varying conditions. A large amount of real and synthetic image datasets
have been defined for the evaluation of the performance of passive vision‐based
algorithms in surveillance applications [6, 7, 8, 9], whereas datasets of range images for
surveillance and monitoring applications are limited to head/face detection and gesture
analysis [15] (different databases are presented in literature with the aim to evaluate object
segmentation on synthetic still range images and also for biometrics and robot navigation
[16, 17, 18, 41]). Rather, 3D range imaging datasets for people posture analysis and
behaviour recognition are not available yet. For the previous reason, the definition of a
database of real 3D range images for human behaviour analysis and posture recognition
appears useful and important for the scientific community in order to define a common
basis for the evaluation of algorithms in the indoor surveillance field.
This paper presents a large database called ARIDIS (Active Range Imaging Dataset for
Indoor Surveillance) of benchmark sequences captured by a state‐of‐the‐art TOF range
camera. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the state‐of‐the‐art of TOF sensors
is discussed and the widely used commercial TOF cameras and related works are
presented. Section 3 provides some details about advantages and drawbacks by using 3D
active range vision instead of passive stereo vision in surveillance. In section 4, the ARIDIS
dataset is described whereas conclusive considerations are presented in section 5.

2 TOF cameras: State of The Art and Related Works
2.1 TOF State‐Of‐The‐Art
Optical distance measurement techniques are usually classified into three fundamental
categories: Interferometry, Stereo/Triangulation and Time‐of‐Flight [14]. The
Interferometry method makes use of the periodic nature of the light by implementing an
interferometric setup where the light from a reference beam path interferes with the light
reflected from an object. The high accuracies mainly depend on the coherence length of the
light source, so that Interferometry is not suitable for ranges greater than few centimetres
since the method is based on the evaluation of very short optical wavelength. The active
triangulation method exploits geometrical relations between an illumination source and a
camera, whereas the passive triangulation concerns relations between two or more
cameras. The geometrical relations between the object, the sensor and a known baseline
are used for the calculation of the distance. In the passive case the acquisition of depth is
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done by stereoscopy or multi‐view geometry, meaning the clever combination of at least
two 2D images from different points of view. The Time‐of‐Flight technique exploits the
finite speed of light for the determination of distances through modulated light signal. The
distribution of distances can be determined by measuring the round‐trip time of the
modulated light from the illuminator to the object and back. The round‐trip time of the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. a) TOF PMD Principle; b) PMD 19k; c) SwissRanger 3000; d) Canesta PD200.
emitted signal is related to the object distance and it may be determined in various ways.
Currently, devices employing nanosecond laser pulses are widely investigated;
architectural constraints and the integration of highly precise miniaturized timing circuitry
increase the costs of the systems.
The sensors based on the Photonic Mixer Devices (PMD) technology assure advantages
according to size, weight and scan time. A PMD sensor employees incoherent, near‐
infrared, amplitude‐modulated, continuous wave light and it determine the signal phase
shift (and hence the object distance) by mixing the emitted signal with the returned signal
at every pixel (Fig. 1.a) [13]. The illumination unit of PMD cameras are usually realized
with low‐cost LED arrays. Various TOF cameras support the Suppression of Background
Intensity (SBI) modality or an equivalent IR‐suppression scheme, allowing the usage of the
devices in outdoor applications. As mentioned above, the TOF technique is based on the
indirect estimation of the arrival time by measuring the phase shift between the
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transmitted and the received signal. The phase shift φ is directly proportional to the
round‐trip distance d as shown in the following relation:

d=

λmod ϕ
⋅
2 2π

with d ≤

λmod
2

(1)

where λmod is the modulation wavelength which is about 15m in most TOF cameras. By
substituting λmod=15m in Eq. 1, the resulting non‐ambiguous distance is of 7.5m. Recent
cameras allow to use more than one modulation frequencies in order to increase the non‐
ambiguity range, but increasing device complexity and decreasing accuracy of measure.
However, TOF sensors normally suffer for the following drawbacks [29]:
‐ Low Resolution: Current sensors have a resolution between 64x48 and 176x144, which
is lower if compared to standard RGB sensors but sufficient for most current
applications. Additionally, the resulting large solid angle yields affect the measure in
inhomogeneous depth areas (e.g. at silhouette boundaries).
‐ Depth Distortion: Since a sinusoidal signal is practically not achievable, the measure is
affected by systematic errors.
‐ Motion Artefacts: Since four phase images are acquired subsequently in order to
reconstruct the received signal, movements of the device or in the scene lead to
erroneous distance values at object boundaries.
‐ Multiple Cameras: The illuminator of a camera can affect another camera placed in the
same environment. Recent developments allow the use of multiple TOF cameras.
More technical details on range imaging can be found in [35].

2.2 Commercial TOF camera
The TOF phase‐measurement principle is used by several manufacturers of TOF cameras,
such as Canesta Inc. [30], PMDTechnologies GmbH [31] and MESA Imaging AG [32] (Fig.
1.b, Fig. 1.c, Fig. 1.d). Canesta provides several models of depth vision sensors differing for
pixel resolution, covered distance, frame rate and field of view. Canesta distributes sensors
with field of view ranging between 30degs and 114degs, depending on the nature of the
application. Currently, the maximum resolution of Canesta sensor is 160x120. Although
some applications would benefit from more pixels, the sensor cost grows in size with the
amount of pixels. Canesta sensors are mainly employed in automotive applications [10, 11]
and customized for specific application requirements. The TOF cameras by
PMDTechnologies GmbH include all key technologies for a TOF‐System. The illumination
LEDs are generally mounted in two arrays, one for each side of the camera. This
illumination configuration is not optimal [34], since it introduces errors due to TOF
differences between the left and the right array that are corrected in hardware. The
correlation inside the camera is performed by using a CMOS based optical semiconductor
increasing speed and decreasing cost and noise of the system. PMDTechnologies GmbH
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MESA
SR3000

Specifications

Pixel Array Size

MESA
SR4000

PMD
Technologies
PMD19k

PMD
Technologies
CamCube

Canesta
DPxxx

204x204

64x64 / 120x160

32° × 32°

(30° ÷ 88°) ×
(30° ÷ 114°)
USB 1.1 / 2.0

176x144
(QCIF)
47.5° × 39.6°

176x144
(QCIF)
43.6° × 34.6°

160x120
(QQVGA)
40° × 40°

USB 2.0

USB 2.0,
Ethernet
1Watt @850nm

Firewire,
Ethernet
3Watt @870nm

USB 2.0

12
20, default

12
29 ÷ 31
(30, default)

9… 18
20, default

12
20 ÷ 90
(20, default)

Non‐ambiguous
range (meters)

7.5

0.3 ÷ 5

7.5

0.3 ÷ 7

0.3 ÷ 20

Distance
Resolution

1% of range

1% of range

3% of range

2% of range

2% of range

Distance
Accuracy
(single pixel)

+/‐ 1cm
(absolute
accuracy)

+/‐ 1cm
(absolute
accuracy)

6cm (std. dev.)
at 2m and 90%
reflectivity

3cm (std. dev.)
at 2m and 90%
reflectivity

0.6cm –20cm
(std. dev.) at
0.3m‐20m

Frame Rate

25 fps, typical

54 fps max

15 fps

25 fps

30 fps

Outdoor

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Field of View
(H x V)
Interface
Illumination
Power
Power Supply (V)
Modulation
Frequency (MHz)

1Watt @850nm

3Watt @870nm

1Watt @785nm
5Watt @870nm
5
13, 26, 52, 104

Table 1. Main features of the TOF cameras employed by scientific community.
provides several models of TOF camera with different features and suitable for
measurements in bright daylight since all cameras are equipped with the SBI technology.
The PMDTechnologies cameras can be used to get the excellent depth information as well
as gray scale value of the scene. Currently, the PMD devices provide the resolutions of
48x64 (model 13k), 64x16 (model A2) and a non‐ambiguity distance up to 40m. Greater
pixel resolution (160x120) can be achieved by PMD 19k and by the CamCube model
(204×204) with a non‐ambiguity range up to 7.5m. However, at now the only camera
models referenced in scientific works are the 13k, the A2 and the 19k model, employed in
automotive and robotics applications [12, 19, 20, 21].
The MESA Imaging AG has developed the SwissRanger TOF camera series: SR‐2, SR3000
and SR4000. MESA SwissRanger cameras are employed in automotive, medical,
biometrics, robotics and surveillance applications [22‐27]. Since Swissranger SR3000 offers
an excellent trade‐off between pixel resolution and covered distance, it has been employed
for the ARIDIS dataset acquisition. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the
discussed optical devices. Since the MESA SR3000 has been employed in dataset
acquisition, a more detailed description is discussed in the following [5]. SR3000 camera
provides two kind of images at QCIF spatial resolution (a depth map and a grey levels
image) at least 15 fps (up to 25fps, variable with setting parameters). The camera works
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with an integrated, modulated near infrared light source (the illuminator is composed by
an array of 55 near infrared LEDs). The emitted light is reflected by the objects in the scene
and sensed by a pixel array realized in a specialized mixed CCD and CMOS process: the
target depth is estimated by measuring the phase shift of the signal round‐trip from the
device to the target and back. Moreover, attention must be dedicated to the Field‐Of‐View
(FOV) of the device: normally active range sensors exhibit narrow FOV so a pan‐tilt
solution could be used for monitoring large areas. A narrow‐band infrared filter is used so

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2. Unwanted effects are shown for different acquisition configuration. Noise corrupts the
measure (a) since the Integration Time (IT) is too low (IT=5ms). Saturation effects (b) are due to the
high IT setting (IT=30ms) and they are limited (c) when the IT is correctly adjusted (IT=20ms). The
effects of the IT tuning are visible in the acquired dataset (in f the intensity image). A 10ms IT causes
noise in the measure (d), whereas a better tuning (IT=20ms) is shown in (e).
that depth map and intensity image are not affected by environmental illumination
conditions (the camera is suitable in night vision applications). By using the default
parameters, the SR camera is able to define a depth map with a good approximation
(greater than 99%) when the target object falls in the non‐ambiguity range (up to 7.5
meters). When the camera‐target distance overcomes the non‐ambiguity range, aliasing
effects appear (i.e. object at 8 meters is “seen” as at 0.5 meters) as shown in Fig. 2.d and
Fig. 2.e, demoting only the depth estimation. Another important parameter is the
Integration Time (IT), that can be tuned in a proper way to limit saturation and noise
effects. In particular, if the IT is short (Fig. 2.a) the results are very noisy; if it is long (Fig.
2.b) the results are smoothed and overflow starts to contaminate the results with objects
close to the camera. The above discussion is also suitable for the other TOF sensors using
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similar technologies, as they exhibit the same problems (non‐ambiguity range, etc.). A 3D
plotting of the scene shown in Fig. 2.e is provided in Fig. 3.

3 Active Range Vision vs. Passive Vision
In this section we focus the attention on advantages and drawbacks when an active vision
system is used instead of a classical 2D/3D vision system (passive vision). Table 2
synthesizes the most important characteristics of TOF cameras in comparison with
triangulation system ones (passive stereo vision). The main advantage in the use of RIM is
the description of a scene with a more detailed information, since RIM provides both
depth map and intensity image, that could be used at the same time in the image
processing applications. In particular, typical problems of passive vision (foreground
camouflage, shadows, partial occlusions, etc.) could be overcome by using depth
information that is not affected by illumination conditions and objects appearance. On the
other hand, in several situations active RIM exhibits unwanted behaviours due to
limitations of specific 3D sensing technology (limited depth range due to aliasing, multi
path, reflection object properties). Note that the depth information could be obtained by
using inexpensive passive stereo vision. However, this approach presents high
computational costs and it fails when the scene is poorly textured or the illumination is
insufficient; vice‐versa, active vision provides depth maps even if appearance information
is untextured and in all illumination conditions [28]. It is important to note that both
distance and amplitude images delivered by the TOF camera have a number of systematic
drawbacks that must be compensated. The main amplitude‐related problem comes from
the fact that the power of a wave decreases with the square of the distance it covers. For
the previous consideration, the light reflected by imaged objects rapidly decreases with the
distance between object and camera. In other words, objects with the same reflectance
located at different distances from the camera will appear with different amplitudes in the
image. Benefits of TOF RIM in surveillance contexts are summarized in Table 3, whereas
drawbacks are emphasizes in Table 4. Drawbacks are showed in Fig. 4 by using typical
frames of the ARIDIS dataset sequences.
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TOF sensor

Stereo (passive) vision

Depth
resolution

Sub‐centimetre
(if
conditions are satisfied).

Spatial
resolution

Medium (about QCIF, 144x176 pixels).

High (over 4CIF, 704x576 pixels).

Portability

Dimensions are the same of a normal
camera.

Two video cameras are needed and also external
light source.

Computational
efforts

On‐board FPGA for
intensity measurement.

High workload (the calibration step and the
correspondences search process are hard).

Cost

High for a customizable prototype
(1500€ ‐ 5000€).

chromaticity

phase

and

Sub‐millimetre (if images are highly textured).

It depends on the quality of stereo vision system.

Table 2. Comparison of important characteristics of TOF cameras and stereo vision systems.
TOF sensor

Passive vision

Illumination
conditions

Accurate depth measurement in all
illumination conditions.

Sensible to illumination variations and artificial
lights. Unable to operate in dark environments.

Shadows
presence

It does not affect principal steps of
monitoring applications.

Reduced
performances
recognition, etc.

Partial
occlusions

Partially occluded objects are detected
as separated (if they are at different
depths).

Due to projective ambiguity, occlusions are
difficult to detect (merging blobs) and handle
(predictive tracking strategies).

Objects
appearance

Camouflage
is
avoided
but
appearance could affect depth
precision (chromaticity dependence).

Camouflage effects are
foreground/background
appearance properties.

in

segmentation,

presented
present

when
same

Table 3. Advantages in the use of TOF sensors in surveillance contexts.
Drawback description

Aliasing

It affects the non‐ambiguity range i.e. the maximum achieved depth is reduced (up to 7.5
meters).

Multi‐path effects

Depth measurement is strongly corrupted when the target surface presents corners.

Objects reflection
properties

Materials having different colors exhibit dissimilar reflection properties that affect
reflected light intensity and, therefore, depth resolution.

Field of view

Usually it is limited so that an accurate positioning of the sensor is needed. A pan‐tilt
architecture could be useful.
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Table 4. Drawbacks in the use of TOF sensors in surveillance contexts.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. The aliasing effect (a) appears in regions for which the distance from the camera
overcomes the 7.5m (the opened door). The multi-path effects are apparent (a) in the regions in
which adjacent walls intersect. Moreover, depth measurement is corrupted by object reflection
properties (the LCD TV in (a)). Note that the corresponding intensity image (b) doesn’t presents the
previous discussed problems.
In order to understand the advantages in the use of range imaging in surveillance, a
qualitative comparison between intensity‐based and depth‐based segmentation is
presented in Fig. 5, when the same well‐known segmentation approach (Mixture of
Gaussians‐based background modelling and Bayesian framework for segmentation) [39] is
used. The better segmentation is achieved by using the depth image, whereas the same
segmentation approach applied on the intensity image suffers of mimetic effects.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 5. Segmentation results are shown (b, d) when the segmentation approach in [39] is applied
on depth (a) and intensity (c) information, respectively. The better segmentation is achieved starting
from the depth image, whereas the same segmentation approach applied on the intensity image
suffers of mimetic effects (sweater and wall present the same brightness).
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4 Datasets Description
In the visual‐surveillance context, several benchmark sequences and ground‐truth data
have been defined by using traditional monocular (passive) vision systems (ETISEO [2],
CAVIAR [3], PETS [4]). Datasets for the evaluation of range imaging algorithms on
dynamic scenes are not available yet. The goal of ARIDIS is to define a common dataset
that could be used in order to evaluate the performance of computer vision algorithms by
using active RIM technologies in indoor scenes. The main idea is to investigate RIM
approaches when typical troublesome issues of the traditional passive vision occur
(illumination conditions changing, shadows, mimetic and untextured regions, occlusions
as described in Table 3). Moreover the dataset is useful for the evaluation of active vision‐
based algorithms when typical problems for the active range imaging are present (aliasing,
reflective surfaces, multipath effects as described in Table 4). Due to the limited FOV and
the non‐ambiguity range of the device, the benchmark sequences have been captured in
small indoor environments (up to 5×5 meters).
The camera configuration employed in data collection is shown in Fig. 6, according to the
following notation:
‐
L : covered room length (5.0 meters)
‐
H : distance camera/ground floor
‐
θ : camera tilt angle
‐
β : camera roll angle
‐
(x, y, z) : camera coordinates
The camera is statically positioned in wall mounting configuration at height H from the
ground floor with a tilt angle θ and roll angle β. For each collected sequence, a text file
provides the parameters (H, β, θ). The dataset is composed by 61 sequences and each of
them is about 1800 frames long, captured at different frame rate and according to the most
critical parameter (Integration Time). In order to cover a large amount of events, several
persons have been captured with different orientations in the scene and different

Figure 6. Wall mounting camera setup used in the data collection. The metric information are referred
to the TOF camera coordinate axes (x, y, z) represented. The setup parameters (H, β, θ) are
provided for each sequence collected in the ARIDIS dataset.
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Behaviour / Posture

Sequences

Walking / Stand

1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 29, 30, 33,
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 43, 44, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58, 59, 60, 61

Falling / Lying down

11, 12, 13, 14, 43, 44, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 60, 61

Limping

19, 20, 59

Sitting / Sit

21, 22, 33, 34, 37, 38, 39, 40, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57

Crouching / Squat

19, 20, 35, 36, 37, 38, 53, 54, 55

Object moving

17, 18, 21, 22, 25, 26, 29, 30, 33, 34, 39, 40, 47, 48, 49, 50, 55, 56, 57,
58, 59

Bending / Bent

19, 20, 35, 36, 37, 38, 43, 44, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57

Table 5. Behaviours and postures collected in ARIDIS sequences.
heights/dimensions and coloured dresses. Sequences present typical indoor situations,
such as walking peoples (one/more people in the scene), persons having different postures
(stand, sit, lying down, bent, squat) and persons having different behaviours (walking,
falling down, limping, sitting, crouching, objects moving, bending).
Furthermore, the dataset acquisition has been realized in different occlusion conditions:
without occlusions, with static occlusions (an object occluding a person, named object‐
person occlusion) and with dynamic occlusions (two or more people in the scene
occluding each others, denoted as person‐person occlusion) [36, 37, 38]. Tab.5 and Tab.6
report the sequences in ARIDIS dataset grouped by behaviours/postures and occlusion
types, respectively. Others useful parameters can be found in the documentation
downloadable together with the dataset [33], such as the Integration Time of the device,
the camera setup parameters, the amount of persons in the scene and the kind of objects
present in the scene for each sequence. Also a background modelling sequence is provided
when the background of the scene changes. In Fig.7 keyframes are shown corresponding
to the collected posture/behaviour typologies. The proposed dataset do not includes
ground‐truth data referred to segmentation and tracking. Further work is addressed with
the aim to define ground‐truth allowing a quantitative performance comparison of
algorithms.

Occlusions

Sequences

None

1, 2, 11, 12, 19, 20, 60, 61

Object‐Person

5, 6, 17, 18, 21, 22, 25, 26, 29, 30, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 43, 44, 47, 48,
49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59

Person ‐ Person

9, 10, 13, 14, 43, 44

Table 6. ARIDIS sequences grouped by occlusion (if any) type.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure 7. Keyframes of the collected postures and behaviours (depth and intensity images). a) Objectperson occlusion; b) Person-person occlusion; c) Walking; d) Falling down; e) Sitting; f) Crouching; g)
Object moving; h) Bending. Postures and behaviours are collected in scenes with chairs (i), a desk table, a
chair and a stool (j), a large table, chairs and a stool (k) and a vertical desk (l).
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5 Conclusions
In indoor surveillance applications, range images provide a better perception of scenes in
all illumination conditions, deterring the use of cheap stereo systems that fail in dark or
low‐textured environments. If critical parameters of TOF sensor are adjusted, reliable,
computationally low‐cost and real‐time segmentation/tracking can be realized by only
using depth measure, since intensity images present unwanted fluctuations. Depth
information overcomes projective ambiguity, whereas intensity image provides
appearance information, so that the joined use of them could improve critical steps (object
recognition, behaviour analysis, etc.) allowing a better description of moving objects. The
suggested dataset provides a common basis to investigate vision algorithms; it can be
improved by defining ground‐truth data to quantify performances. Further work is
addressed with the aim to define ground‐truth allowing quantitative performance
analysis.
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